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Abstract 
 
There has been a lot of progress in the last decade or two in producing smaller/smarter 
devices with high performance.  Nanostructured coatings and materials constitute a 
major area of scientific exploration and scientific pursuit in this development.  
Nanostructured materials, i.e., whose crystallites have dimensions of the order of a few 
nanometers, exhibit extremely fascinating and useful properties owing to their small 
grain size, and consequent large volume fraction of atoms in or near the grain 
boundaries.  We, at CSIR-NAL, have developed a large number of nanostructured 
coatings, which include: Nanolayered/ nanocomposite coatings for tribological 
applications, supertough and solid lubricant coatings for high speed machining of 
difficult-to-machine materials, nanostructured coatings for renewable energy 
applications, nano-dimensional magnetic thin films for aerospace/engineering 
applications, superhydrophobic coatings for aerospace applications, carbon nanotubes 
and graphene for radar absorbing applications, transparent conductors for electronics 
and space applications, etc.  My lecture will address some of the challenges in 
developing these coatings for aerospace sectors and will also present a glimpse of 
futuristic nano-inspired surface modification technologies, which will enable providing 
eco-friendly and cost effective solutions to the aerospace industry problems. 
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